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Descriptive Statistics

Objective Functions Introduced Author or Source

Measuring central 
tendency

freq {descr}
freqC {rcompanion}

wtd.mode {rcompanion}
wtd.median 
{rcompanion}
wtd.mean {Hmisc}
describe {Hmisc}

Jakson Aquino1

Philip Pollock and  
Barry Edwards2

Philip Pollock and Barry Edwards
Philip Pollock and Barry Edwards

Frank E. Harrell, Jr.3

Frank E. Harrell, Jr.

Measuring dispersion wtd.hist {weights}
wtd.var {Hmisc}
wtd.sd {rcompanion}

Josh Pasek4

Frank E. Harrell, Jr.
Philip Pollock and Barry Edwards

Getting case-level 
information

sortC {rcompanion} Quan Li5

A nalyzing descriptive statistics is the most basic—and sometimes the most informative—form of analysis you  
 will do. Descriptive statistics reveal two attributes of a variable:

 • Central tendency (the variable’s typical value)
 • Dispersion (how spread out or varied the variable’s values are)

1 Aquino, J. (2012). descr: Descriptive statistics (R package version 0.9.8). Includes R source code and/or documentation written 
by Dirk Enzmann, Marc Schwartz, and Nitin Jain. Available at http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=descr
2 The companion function, freqC, is a slightly modified version of freq.
3 Harrell, F. E., Jr. (2012). Hmisc: Harrell miscellaneous (R package version 3.9-3). Contributions from many other users. 
Available at http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=Hmisc
4 Pasek, J. (2012). weights: Weighting and weighted statistics (R package version 0.75). With some assistance from Alex Tahk 
and some code modified from R-core. Available at http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=weights
5 Pollock, P. H. (2013). An R companion to political analysis. Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE/CQ Press. Based on order {base},  
R Development Core Team. (2011). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. Vienna, Austria: Author. 
Available at http://www.R-project.org/
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28 Chapter 2

The precision with which we can describe central tendency for any given variable depends on the variable’s 
level of measurement. Nominal-level variables—for example, gender, race, or religious denomination—have 
values that simply differentiate categories: Women are in one category, men in a different category. R refers to 
nominal variables as unordered factors. For unordered factors, we can identify the mode, the most common 
value of the variable. Ordinal-level variables—a survey question gauging strength of partisanship, for example, 
or measuring level of support for or opposition to public policy—are ordered factors. Because ordinal variables, 
or ordered factors, have values that convey the relative amount of a characteristic—an individual who “strongly” 
supports a policy has a greater amount of support than does an individual who “somewhat” supports it—we can 
find the mode and the median, the value of the variable that divides the cases into two equal-size groups. For 
interval-level or numeric variables, we can obtain the mode, median, and arithmetic mean, the sum of all values 
divided by the number of cases.

Finding a variable’s central tendency is ordinarily a straightforward exercise. Simply read the 
output and report the numbers. Describing a variable’s degree of dispersion or variation, however, 
often requires informed judgment.6 Here is a general rule that applies to any variable at any level of 
measurement: A variable has no dispersion if all the cases—states, countries, people, or whatever—fall 
into the same value of the variable. A variable has maximum dispersion if the cases are spread evenly 
across all possible values of the variable such that the number of cases in one category equals the number 
of cases in every other category. For example, if observations take on one of two values of a variable, 
dispersion is greatest when half of the observations have one value and half, the other value. This general 
rule is particularly useful for variables measured at the nominal or ordinal level. When a variable is 
measured at the interval level, we can calculate statistical measures of dispersion, such as variance and 
standard deviation.

INTERPRETING MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIATION

Central tendency and variation work together in providing a complete description of any variable. Some 
variables have an easily identified typical value and show little dispersion. For example, suppose you were to 
ask a large number of U.S. citizens what sort of economic system they believe to be the best: capitalism, 
communism, or socialism. What would be the modal response, the economic system preferred by most 
people? Capitalism. Would there be a great deal of dispersion, with large numbers of people choosing the 
alternatives, communism or socialism? Probably not. In other instances, however, you may find that one value 
of a variable has a more tenuous grasp on the label “typical.” And the variable may exhibit more dispersion, 
with the cases more evenly spread out across the variable’s other values. For example, suppose a large sample of 
voting-age adults were asked, in the weeks preceding a presidential election, how interested they are in the 
campaign: very interested, somewhat interested, or not very interested. Among your own acquaintances,  
you probably know a number of people who fit into each category. So even if one category, such as “somewhat 
interested,” is the median, there are likely to be many people at either extreme: “very interested” and “not  
very interested.” This would be an instance in which the amount of dispersion in a variable—its degree of 
spread—is essential to understanding and describing it.7

These and other points are best understood by working through some guided examples using the GSS 
dataset. In the examples that follow, you will become better acquainted with the freq function, introduced in 
Chapter 1. The freq command produces frequency distributions and bar charts for nominal, ordinal, or interval 
variables. In this chapter, you also will use the describe function to obtain descriptive statistics for interval-
level variables. You will learn to use wtd.hist (from the weights package) to create histograms, graphic displays 
that enhance the description of interval variables. Finally, you will learn to sort a dataset to obtain case-specific 
information about interesting variables using the sortC function.

6 In this chapter, we will use the terms dispersion, variation, and spread interchangeably.
7 For elaboration on these points with additional examples, see Pollock, P. H. (2016). The essentials of political analysis,  
5th ed. Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE/CQ Press, Chapter 2.
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Descriptive Statistics 29

DESCRIBING NOMINAL VARIABLES

Nominal-level variables simply differentiate the unit of analysis into different groups or categories. One value  
of a nominal-level variable is no more or less than another value, they are just different values. In the  
R environment, nominal-level variables are classified as unordered factors.

In this section, you will obtain a frequency distribution for a nominal-level variable, zodiac, which records 
GSS respondents’ astrological signs. The variable, zodiac, is in the GSS dataset, which requires a weight variable, 
wtss. Recall R’s rule: To R, zodiac is gss$zodiac, and wtss is gss$wtss. To obtain a frequency distribution table 
and bar chart of zodiac, enter:

freq(gss$zodiac, gss$wtss)         # Describing a Nominal-Level Variable

 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent

ARIES 145.78 7.381 7.649

TAURUS 171.59 8.688 9.003

GEMINI 161.40 8.172 8.469

CANCER 147.73 7.480 7.751

LEO 190.35 9.638 9.988

VIRGO 158.58 8.029 8.321

LIBRA 183.37 9.285 9.621

SCORPIO 145.12 7.348 7.614

SAGITTARIUS 145.36 7.360 7.627

CAPRICORN 140.29 7.104 7.361

AQUARIUS 173.52 8.786 9.104

PISCES 142.78 7.229 7.492

NA's 69.14 3.501

Total 1975.00 100.000 100.000

Figure 2.1 Distribution of Zodiac Signs in the GSS Dataset

ARIES GEMINI LEO LIBRA CAPRICORN
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R produces a frequency distribution table in the console window and a bar chart in the graphics window. If you 
want to generate descriptive statistics for a nominal-level variable without weighting observations (for instance, if 
you are analyzing a variable in the states or world datasets), simply omit the second argument in the function above.

The value labels for each astrological sign appear in the left-most column of the frequency distribution table, with 
Aries occupying the top row of numbers and Pisces the bottom row. There are three columns of numbers: Frequency, 
Percent, and Valid Percent. The Frequency column tells us the number of respondents—more accurately, the number 
of respondents weighted by the sampling weight—having each zodiac sign. Percent is the percentage of respondents in 
each category of the variable, counting missing cases (NA’s). Valid Percent is the column to focus on. So, for example, 
ignoring NA’s, about 172 respondents (171.59), or 9.003 percent of the sample, have Taurus as their astrological sign.
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30 Chapter 2

Consider the Valid Percent column of the frequency distribution table with the central tendency of this variable 
in mind. What is the mode, the most common astrological sign? For nominal variables, the answer to this question 
is (almost) always an easy call: Simply find the value with the highest percentage of responses. Leo is the modal sign. 
To simply identify a variable’s mode, without consulting a frequency distribution table, try the wtd.mode function:

wtd.mode(gss$zodiac, gss$wtss)       # Finding the Modal Value

[1] “LEO”

Do zodiac signs have little dispersion or a lot of dispersion? Take a close look at the Valid Percent column of the 
frequency distribution table and consider the height of the bars in the bar chart. Recall that a variable has no dispersion 
if the cases are concentrated in one value of the variable; there would be only one bar containing 100 percent of the 
cases. A variable has maximum dispersion if the cases are spread evenly across all values of the variable; all the bars 
would be the same height. Are most of the cases concentrated in Leo, with only one or two heavily populated bars? 
Or are there many cases in each value of zodiac, with many bars of roughly equal height? Since respondents are 
widely dispersed across the values of zodiac, we would conclude that zodiac has a high level of dispersion.

When you visually represent data, your plot or chart may need refinement. This is especially true for factor 
variables having a large number of categories (zodiac has 12) with long value labels. For example, notice that freq labeled 
only 5 of the 12 zodiac signs in the chart (you may see fewer or more labels depending on the size of your graphics 
window; Figure 2.1). Later in this chapter, and throughout the remainder of the book, you will learn how to fine-tune R’s 
graphics, adding axis labels, titles, legends, line types, and so on. For present purposes, however, a slight variation on the 
freq function, freqC, comes in handy for factors with many possible values and long value labels. Try this: 

freqC(gss$zodiac, gss$wtss)        # Describing a Nominal-Level Variable

                                   # Uses Modified Plot Settings

(Hint: In the script editor, copy your original freq command, paste it onto a new line, and edit ‘freq’ to read 
‘freqC’. Minimize typing to avoid introducing typos in your R code.) The frequency distribution reappears, 
accompanied by a bar chart in which all the values of zodiac are labeled (Figure 2.2). Also, the vertical axis 
records valid percentages instead of frequencies.8

8 If the x-axis labels are still cropped by the graphics window, try re-sizing your graphics window to a narrower shape and 
re-running the freqC command with the graphics window open. If this doesn’t resolve the problem, you may need to add a 
line of code to specify the width of the outer margin around the bar chart. To do this, try executing this line of code before the 
freqC command: par(omi=c(.2, 0, 0, 0)). This code sets a graphics parameter for the outside margin size clockwise around the 
figure (below, left, above, right).

Figure 2.2 Distribution of Zodiac Signs in the GSS Dataset
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Descriptive Statistics 31

Bar charts can be a useful interpretive tool. Even so, you may not always want freq to produce one. You can 
suppress the chart by including the additional argument, ‘plot=FALSE’, which may be abbreviated, ‘plot=F’. For 
example:

freq(gss$zodiac, gss$wtss, plot=F)   # Describing a Nominal-Level Variable

                                     # Suppresses Plot of Results

DESCRIBING ORDINAL VARIABLES

Next, you will analyze and describe ordinal-level variables, two of which have relatively little variation and a 
third which is more spread out. These variables appear in the NES dataset, which contains a wealth of survey 
data gauging individuals’ opinions on a variety of public policies.

The NES variable, budget_deficit_x, asks whether respondents favor reducing the federal budget deficit. 
Similarly, the variable congress_job_x asks whether respondents approve of the way Congress does its job.  
On both questions, respondents could favor strongly, favor moderately, favor slightly, take a middle position, 
oppose slightly, oppose moderately, or oppose strongly. For seven-category ordered factors like these, we will run 
freqC. To obtain representative results, we should use the survey weights variable, nes$wt.

To create descriptive summaries of nes$budget_deficit_x and nes$congress_job_x, we execute the following 
lines of R code:

freqC(nes$budget_deficit_x, nes$wt)           # Describing Ordinal Variable

freqC(nes$congapp_job_x, nes$wt)             # Additional Example

                                             # Describing Ordinal Variable

Figure 2.3 Public Support for Reducing the Federal Deficit
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Frequency Percent Valid Percent

FavStrng 3373.7 57.027 62.109

FavWeak 623.4 10.538 11.477

FavLean 224.4 3.794 4.132

Neither 637.7 10.779 11.740

OppLean 124.0 2.096 2.283

OppWeak 146.5 2.477 2.697

OppStrng 302.2 5.108 5.563

NA's 484.0 8.182

Total 5916.0 100.000 100.000
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32 Chapter 2

Frequency Percent Valid Percent

AppStrng 342.3 5.786 6.177

AppWeak 899.8 15.209 16.236

DisappWk 1343.9 22.717 24.250

DisappStr 2955.9 49.964 53.337

NA's 374.1 6.323

Total 5916.0 100.000 100.000

The results of these lines of code are similar to descriptive statistics we generated for the nominal variable zodiac 
above. In both cases, R produces a frequency distribution table in the console and a bar chart in the graphics window.

How would you describe the central tendency and dispersion of NES respondents’ opinions about reducing 
the federal budget deficit or how Congress is doing its job? Because budget_deficit_x and congress_job_x are 
ordinal variables, we can report both their modes and their medians. The modal mode opinion regarding 
budget deficit reduction, clearly enough, is “FavStrng” (favor strongly), the option chosen by 62.11% of NES 
respondents (Figure 2.3). Fully 53.34% of respondents “DisappStr” (disapprove strongly) of the job being done 
by Congress (Figure 2.4). (As before, make sure to focus on the Valid Percent column.)9

What about the median values of these variables? For ordered factors, freq and freqC return a cumulative 
percent column (“Cum Percent”).10 This column reports the percentage of cases falling in or below each value of the 
variable. The median for any ordinal or interval variable is the 50th percentile, the category below which 50 percent of 
the cases lie. Is the first category, “favor strongly,” the median public opinions about budget deficit reduction? Yes, 
it is. The 50th percentile must lie within this heavily populated response category. To simply identify a variable’s 
median value, without consulting a frequency distribution table, try the wtd.median function, illustrated below:

wtd.median(nes$budget_deficit_x, nes$wt)           # Finding Median Value

wtd.median(nes$congapp_job_x, nes$wt)             # Additional Example

                                                  # Finding Median Value

[1] “FavStrng”

[1] “DisappStr”

 9 The encoded values for these variables are abbreviated in the dataset. While the abbreviated labels are useful, one might 
want to modify the value labels to produce a table and/or figure for an audience. In Chapter 3, we discuss methods for 
transforming and relabeling variable values.
10 If the frequency distribution table that the freq or freqC functions generate in the R console, omit cumulative percentages 
and use the class function to determine whether the variable you are analyzing is classified as an ordered factor. If not, you 
can use the as.ordered function to reclassify the variable as an ordered factor; either nest the as.ordered command as the first 
argument to freq or freqC or create a new variable and use your new variable as the first argument to freq or freqC. See 
Chapter 3 for additional information on reclassifying variables.

Figure 2.4 Public Opinion of Congress
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Descriptive Statistics 33

The output from these commands should coincide with what you learned from studying the cumulative 
percentages in the frequency distribution table: The median NES respondent strongly favors reducing the budget 
deficit and strongly disapproves of the job being done by Congress.

Does budget_deficit_x have a high or low degree of dispersion? If budget_deficit_x had a high level of 
variation, then the percentages of respondents holding each position would be about equal, much like the 
zodiac variable that you analyzed earlier. So roughly one-seventh, or 14 percent, would fall into each of 
the seven response categories. If budget_deficit_x had no dispersion, then all the cases would fall into one 
value. That is, one value would have 100 percent of the cases, and each of the other categories would have 
0 percent. Which of these two scenarios comes closest to describing the actual distribution of respondents 
across the values of budget_deficit_x? It seems clear that budget_deficit_x is a variable with a relatively low 
degree of dispersion. Indeed, over three-quarters of all respondents fall on the “favor” side of this policy issue 
(cumulative percentage, 77.72), differing only in the strength of that opinion.

Now let’s take a look at another NES variable, nes$presapp_war_x, an ordinal-level variable that encodes 
how NES respondents feel about President Barack Obama’s handling of the war in Afghanistan. Execute the 
following code to generate a frequency distribution table and a bar graph that describe public opinion. Consider 
the distribution of public opinion presented here. Examine the Valid Percent column and the bar graph.

freqC(nes$presapp_war_x, nes$wt)           # Example, Descriptive Statistics

                                           # Describing Ordinal Variables

Frequency Percent Valid Percent

1. Approve strongly 1792.5 30.299 31.73

2. Approve not strongly 1362.0 23.023 24.11

4. Disapprove not strongly 857.9 14.502 15.18

5. Disapprove strongly 1637.5 27.679 28.98

NA's 266.0 4.497

Total 5916.0 100.000 100.00

Figure 2.5 Public Support for President’s Handling of War in Afghanistan
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Do common measures of central tendency such as the mode and the median accurately convey public sentiment 
about the president’s handling of the war in Afghanistan? The two measures provide inconsistent impressions 
of public opinion. What is the mode? Technically, “approve strongly” (31.73 percent) is the mode, although 
“disapprove strongly” (at 28.98 percent) is a close rival for that designation (Figure 2.5). The median sentiment is 
“approve not strongly.” Split results like this tell us that high variation, not central tendency, is the character trait to 
emphasize. One could say that public opinion is deeply divided on this controversial issue, with slightly more than 
half of the electorate on the “approve” side of the scale and slightly less than half on the disapprove side.
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If you try to apply mathematical functions like mean, wtd.var, or wtd.sd to ordinal or nominal variables, 
you may see the “not meaningful for factors” error message. This error indicates you are attempting to use a 
function that is not intended for ordered factors. In some cases, changing the class of the variable to numeric 
solves the problem (assuming the variable can be treated as numeric data). In Chapter 3, we discuss methods for 
converting ordinal values to numeric values.

DESCRIBING THE CENTRAL TENDENCY OF INTERVAL VARIABLES

We now turn to the descriptive analysis of interval-level variables (classified as numeric data in R). An interval-
level variable represents the most precise level of measurement. Unlike nominal variables, whose values stand for 
categories, and ordinal variables, whose values can be ranked, the values of an interval variable tell us the exact 
quantity of the characteristic being measured.

Because interval variables have the most precision, they can be described more completely than can nominal 
or ordinal variables. For any interval-level variable, we can report its mode, median, and arithmetic average, 
or mean. In addition to these measures of central tendency, we can make more sophisticated judgments about 
variation. The most common measures of the dispersion of interval variables are variance and standard deviation.

Additionally, one can determine if an interval-level distribution is skewed. What is skewness and how do you 
know it when you see it? Skewness refers to how symmetrical a distribution is. If a distribution is not skewed, 
the cases tend to cluster symmetrically around the mean of the distribution, and they taper off evenly for values 
above and below the mean. If a distribution is skewed, by contrast, one tail of the distribution is longer and 
skinnier than the other tail. Distributions in which a small number of cases occupy extremely high values of an 
interval variable—distributions with a longer, skinnier right-hand tail—have a positive skew. If the distribution 
has a few cases at the extreme lower end—the distribution has a longer, skinnier left-hand tail—then the 
distribution has a negative skew.

When a distribution is highly skewed, it is a good practice to use the median instead of the mean in describing 
central tendency. Skewness has a predictable effect on the mean. A positive skew tends to pull the mean upward; 
a negative skew pulls it downward. However, skewness has less effect on the median. Since the median reports the 
middle-most value of a distribution, it is not tugged upward or downward by extreme values.

To illustrate how we can use R to describe the central tendency and dispersion of an interval-level variable, 
we will analyze gss$age, a numeric variable. Age qualifies as an interval-level variable since its values impart each 
respondent’s age in years. To obtain a frequency distribution table and bar chart, run freqC on gss$age, weighted 
by gss$wtss. (Notice that the R functions we used to generate descriptive statistics for nominal and ordinal-level 
variables also work for interval-level variables.)

freqC(gss$age, gss$wtss)          # Describing Interval Variables

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
18       18.113      0.9171            0.9195

19       27.737      1.4044            1.4081

20       27.165      1.3754            1.3790

21       40.968      2.0743            2.0798

22       44.855      2.2711            2.2770

23       38.798      1.9645            1.9696

24       32.007      1.6206            1.6248

25       34.618      1.7528            1.7574

26       30.872      1.5631            1.5672

. . .

87        8.077      0.4090            0.4100

88        4.581      0.2320            0.2326

89        8.439      0.4273            0.4284

NA's      5.144      0.2604                  

Total 1975.001 100.0000 100.0000

Note: Table output edited to save space.
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You can use the frequency distribution table and bar graph to identify the mode and median ages of GSS 
respondents, or use the wtd.mode and wtd.median functions introduced above.11 (The modal age is 55 and 
median age is 45.)

Before we make further observations about the central tendency and dispersion of this variable, we will 
apply a different function, describe, to generate a bumper crop of information about this numeric variable. The 
generic syntax for the describe function is as follows:

describe(x, weights=optional.weight)

If you wish to include a weight variable, the argument, ‘weights=’, needs to be typed out.12 To describe the 
age of GSS respondents, we would type:

describe(gss$age, weights=gss$wtss)    # Example, Descriptive Statistics

                                       # Describing Interval Variables

gss$age

n missing unique Info Mean
1969.9 5.1 72 1 46.1

.05 .10 .25 .50 .75
21.0 23.0 32.0 45.0 58.0

.90 .95
71.0 77.0

lowest: 18 19 20 21 22, highest: 85 86 87 88 89

The median is the 50th
percentile, labeled ".50."

The top row of describe’s output tells us the weighted numbers of valid cases and missing cases (1969.9 
and 5.1, respectively), the number of unique values (72), and the mean age (46.1 years). Next, describe reports 
a series of percentiles. For example, the label, “.05,” and its associated value of age, “21.0,” tells us that 5 percent 
(.05) of the individuals in the survey are 21 years old or younger. The 50th percentile, labeled “.50”, is the median 
age, 45.00. Half of the GSS respondents are younger than 45 and half are older than 45. Finally, the output of the 
describe function reports the five lowest and highest ages found in the GSS dataset.

To simply calculate an interval variable’s mean value, without consulting all the summary information produced 
by the describe function, you can use the wtd.mean function. This function will yield the same mean value, but it is 
sometimes useful for a function to generate a result rather than extracting it from console output.

wtd.mean(gss$age, weights=gss$wtss)    # Describing Interval Variables

[1] 46.10235

11 The frequency distribution table and bar graph produced from this sample code may represent the distribution in too much 
detail. It may be more useful to describe the relative distribution of different age groups in the GSS survey rather than break 
down each individual age. In Chapter 3, we’ll discuss some techniques to create age groupings.
12 To supply weights to the describe function, we need to use keyword matching. We cannot rely on positional matching 
because “weights” is not the second argument to this function as defined by the Hmisc package.

Figure 2.6 Ages of GSS Respondents
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Describe is so meticulous in providing percentiles, the numbers permit us to determine the interquartile 
range, the values of a variable that bracket the “middle half ” of a distribution, between the top of the lowest 
quartile (“.25”) and bottom of the highest quartile (“.75”). For age, we can see that the middle half falls between 
32 and 58 years of age. The interquartile range has limited analytic value for describing a single variable; 
however, interquartile ranges are quite useful when comparing two or more distributions. (This is illustrated in 
Chapter 4.)

We have discovered that the mean age, at 46.1, is higher than the median age of 45. What does this 
comparison tell us about the skewness of the distribution? When a distribution is perfectly symmetrical—no 
skew—its mean will be equal to its median. If the mean is lower than the median—that is, if a few extremely 
low values pull the mean down, away from the center of the distribution—the distribution has a negative 
skew.13 If the mean is higher than the median, as is the case with our current analysis, the distribution has a 
positive skew.14 The bar chart from the freq analysis (Figure 2.6) lends visual clarity. The skinnier right-hand 
tail is a tell-tale sign of positive skewness. Even so, the mean (46.1) and the median (45) are just over one year 
apart. In this case, it would not be a distortion of reality to use the mean instead of the median to describe the 
central tendency of the distribution.

DESCRIBING THE DISPERSION OF INTERVAL VARIABLES

Sometimes the mean value of an interval variable provides a misleading impression of a variable’s typical value. 
To illustrate this point—and to introduce another useful graphic form—we will obtain descriptive statistics for a 
variable in the states dataset, hispanic10, the Hispanic percentage of each state’s population (as of 2010). This 
time we will bypass freq and go directly to describe. (For unweighted data, like states or world, you might prefer 
R’s summary function.)

The mean percentage Hispanic, 10.61, is more than two units of measure higher than the median percentage 
Hispanic, 8.20, indicating a strong positive skew. The bottom row of describe’s output provides a clue to the 
skew: The percentage of Hispanics in the five lowest-percentage states tops out at 2.7. The percentages of the  
five highest-percentage states range from 22.5 to 46.3. These high values pull the mean upward, off the median. 
In this case, the median, 8.20, is the more accurate measure of central tendency.15 

What about graphic accompaniment for describe’s numbers? We could ask freq (or freqC) for a bar chart, but 
because states$hispanic10 has so many unique values relative to the number of cases—according to describe,  

13 For a precise method of measuring the skew of a distribution, see the skewness function in the “moments” package.
14 We don’t observe a left-side tail of the age distribution because the GSS does not survey children.
15 Many demographic variables are skewed, so their median values rather than their means are often used to give a clearer 
picture of central tendency. One hears or reads reports, for example, of median family income or the median price of homes 
in an area.

describe(states$hispanic)         # Example, Descriptive Statistics

                                  # Describing Interval Variables

states$hispanic10

n missing unique Info Mean .05 .10  .25 .50

50 0 43  1 10.61 1.725 2.700 4.250 8.200

.75 .90 .95

12.225 22.900 34.000

lowest: 1.2 1.3 1.5 2.0 2.7, hightest: 22.5 26.5 29.6 37.6 46.3

The states dataset does not need to be weighted, so 
simply omit the optional “weights=” argument.

The mean is equal to 10.61, much higher than the median, 8.200.
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44 of the 50 states have unique values on hispanic10—a bar chart would not be informative.16 An alternative 
form, a histogram, is preferred. A histogram is similar to a bar chart, but instead of displaying each discrete value,  
it collapses categories into ranges (called “bins”), resulting in a compact display. The wtd.hist function, which can 
be used for weighted or unweighted data, will give us the graph we want. The general syntax:

wtd.hist(x, optional.weight)

To create a histogram of states$hispanic10, we can call the following function: 

wtd.hist(states$hispanic10)        # Histogram of Interval Level Variable

As shown in Figure 2.7, the wtd.hist function collapses the values of states$hispanic10 into 5-percentage-
point intervals, thus condensing and simplifying the display without obscuring the essential features of the 
distribution.

R offers users fine-tuned control over data visualizations. You are not limited to “canned” methods of 
displaying information and should take advantage of R’s graphics capabilities. In our preceding example of the 
Hispanic percentages in U.S. states, the default horizontal axis title and main chart title are not as clear and 
descriptive. Like virtually all of R’s graphic commands, wtd.hist permits the user to add optional parameters to 
modify the graphical output. Let’s re-create our histogram and supply the wtd.hist function with some additional 
arguments: one to modify the horizontal axis (x-axis) label, another to color the bars gray, and a third optional 
argument to give our histogram a nice chart title. When you add axis labels, enclose the desired text labels in 
quotation marks and put the commas separating function arguments outside the quotation marks.

# Histogram of Interval Level Variable with Some Formatting

wtd.hist(states$hispanic10, xlab="Percent Hispanic", col="gray",

         main="Hispanic Population in U.S. States")    

In this case, the argument names are fairly descriptive: “xlab” adds a label to the x-axis label, “col” colors 
the vertical bars, and “main” sets the main title of the histogram. Notice that we put the x-axis label and main 
title in quotation marks in the function call. A modified histogram appears in the graphics window. What 
other optional parameters are available to further refine this histogram? Enter ?wtd.hist or help(wtd.hist) to 
see the help file for this function (the arguments section will enumerate all the options). You don’t need to set 

16 For the same reason, the mode value of states$hispanic10 is not a good measure of its central tendency. Although we can 
calculate the modes of interval-level variables, the modal values of finely grained variables are rarely informative.

Figure 2.7  Histogram of Hispanic Population in U.S. States
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38 Chapter 2

all the optional arguments; default settings often work well, but it’s great to be able to customize graphics to 
communicate the essential aspects of data most effectively.17

With variables measured at the interval level, we can measure dispersion more precisely than we can 
with nominal- or ordinal-level variables. The two most common measures of the dispersion of interval 
variables are variance and standard deviation. Both of these measures of dispersion express the typical 
amount of variation one observes in the values of a variable. The R functions used to calculate variance and 
standard deviation are fairly straightforward, as their names suggest, and both functions allow the user to 
define sampling weights.

wtd.var(gss$age, gss$wtss)                   # Measuring Variance

wtd.sd(nes$polknow_combined, nes$wt)         # Measuring Standard Deviation

[1] 298.5129

[1] 1.770014

A couple suggestions may help you avoid the feeling of information overload. First, when you generate 
descriptive statistics, you should focus on the most interesting, pertinent aspects of the variable. You don’t need 
to subject every variable to the complete battery of R functions. Second, when you develop an understanding 
of how to use functions, you won’t need to memorize many functions; you’ll be able to use any function you 
encounter by following examples and reading function documentation.

17 In reality, we’ve only scratched the surface of R’s capacity for graphically representing the distribution of variables. The  
wtd.hist function works well in many situations, but students are encouraged to try other plotting functions as they gain 
experience with R. The base function hist() is highly adaptable; the histogram() function in the lattice package quickly creates 
a pleasant-looking figure. Some methods of visualizing the distribution of interval-level data, like the densityplot() function  
in the lattice package, use smooth lines, rather than vertical bars, to represent relative frequencies. To find still more options, 
enter ??histogram and/or ??density in your R console.

Additional Math Functions for Interval-Level Variables

Function Description

summary() returns basic descriptive statistics

range() identifies the minimum and maximum values (technically, the 
range is the difference between these extremes)

min() returns the minimum value of a variable

max() returns the maximum value of a variable

IQR() calculates the difference between first and third quartiles (the 
25% and 75% values)

boxplot() can generate a box and whiskers plot of values of one variable

In addition to the wtd.var() and wtd.sd() functions, you can use the following R 
functions to help describe the dispersion of interval variables:
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OBTAINING CASE-LEVEL INFORMATION

When we analyze a large survey dataset, such as the NES or GSS, we generally are not interested in how a 
particular individual answered a specific question. Rather, we want to know how the entire sample of 
respondents distributed themselves across the response categories of a variable. Sometimes, however, we gather 
data on particular cases because the cases are themselves inherently important. The states dataset (50 cases) and 
world dataset (191 cases) are good examples. When we are analyzing states or countries, we may want to push 
the descriptions beyond the relative anonymity of the freq() or describe() functions and rank states or countries 
based on a variable of interest.

Suppose that we are interested in studying state laws that regulate abortion. The states dataset contains the 
variable abortlaw10, which records the number of restrictions on abortion imposed by each state in 2010.  
The values of this variable range from no restrictions (a value of 0 on abortlaw10) to 10 restrictions (abortlaw10 
value of 10). But which states impose the fewest restrictions on abortion? Which impose the most restrictions?

By enlisting the sortC() function, we can sort states on the basis of abortlaw10, from most restrictive to least 
restrictive (or from least restrictive to most restrictive, if we use an optional argument). The sortC syntax:

sortC(data, id, by, descending=T/F)

In this example, the variable “state” in the states dataset identifies the states by name, so our id is state  
(the name of each state), and we want to sort the cases by abortlaw10. Therefore, we would type:

sortC(states, state, abortlaw10)              # Case level information

sortC(states, state, abortlaw10, FALSE)       # Sort in ascending order

 state abortlaw10

15 Indiana 10

36 Oklahoma 10

40 South Carolina 10

 3 Arkansas 9

10 Georgia 9

13 Idaho 9

18 Louisiana 9

24 Missouri 9

28 North Dakota 9

41 South Dakota 9

44 Utah 9

45 Virginia 9

48 Wisconsin 9

 2 Alabama 8

16 Kansas 8

22 Michigan 8

23 Minnesota 8

29 Nebraska 8

35 Ohio 8

38 Pennsylvania 8

 9 Florida 7

17 Kentucky 7

25 Mississippi 7

42 Tennessee 7

43 Texas 7

 4 Arizona 6

12 Iowa 6

14 Illinois 6

19 Massachusetts 6

26 Montana 6

27 North Carolina 6

 state abortlaw10

46 Vermont 0

30 New Hampshire 1

37 Oregon 1

11 Hawaii 2

47 Washington 2

20 Maryland 3

32 New Mexico 3

34 New York 3

 5 California 4

 6 Colorado 4

 7 Connecticut 4

21 Maine 4

49 West Virginia 4

 1 Alaska 5

 8 Delaware 5

31 New Jersey 5

50 Wyoming 5

 4 Arizona 6

12 Iowa 6

14 Illinois 6

19 Massachusetts 6

26 Montana 6

27 North Carolina 6

33 Nevada 6

39 Rhode Island 6

 9 Florida 7

17 Kentucky 7

25 Mississippi 7

42 Tennessee 7

43 Texas 7

 2 Alabama 8
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33 Nevada 6

39 Rhode Island 6

 1 Alaska 5

 8 Delaware 5

31 New Jersey 5

50 Wyoming 5

 5 California 4

 6 Colorado 4

 7 Connecticut 4

21 Maine 4

49 West Virginia 4

20 Maryland 3

32 New Mexico 3

34 New York 3

11 Hawaii 2

47 Washington 2

30 New Hampshire 1

37 Oregon 1

46 Vermont 0

16 Kansas 8

22 Michigan 8

23 Minnesota 8

29 Nebraska 8

35 Ohio 8

38 Pennsylvania 8

 3 Arkansas 9

10 Georgia 9

13 Idaho 9

18 Louisiana 9

24 Missouri 9

28 North Dakota 9

41 South Dakota 9

44 Utah 9

45 Virginia 9

48 Wisconsin 9

15 Indiana 10

36 Oklahoma 10

40 South Carolina 10

The number along the left edge of the output is each case’s observation number, which you can ignore. 
(For example, because the states dataset is organized alphabetically, Vermont is the 46th observation.) Focus on 
the number beneath the variable of interest. We can see that Vermont has no restrictions; New Hampshire and 
Oregon have one restriction. At the other end of the scale, a large contingent of 10 states have nine restrictions 
each, and three (Indiana, Oklahoma, and South Carolina) have 10.

You can also use the sortC function to obtain case-level information sorted by ordinal-level variables. If you 
sort cases by nominal-level variables, R will output a list of cases grouped together, but the ordering is essentially 
arbitrary because nominal variables can’t be compared in terms of higher or lower values.

EXERCISES

1.  (Dataset: world. Variables: women13, country.) What percentage of members of the U.S. House of 
Representatives are women? In 2013 the number was 17.8 percent, according to the Inter-Parliamentary 
Union, an international organization of parliaments.18 How does the United States compare to other 
democratic countries? Is 17.8 percent comparatively low, comparatively high, or average for a typical national 
legislature?

A. The world dataset contains women13, the percentage of women in the lower house of the legislature in 
each of 90 democracies. (i) Use describe to obtain descriptive statistics for world$women13. (ii) Use  
wtd.hist to produce a histogram. Fill in the blanks: The mean of women13 is equal to ________. The 
median is equal to __________.

B.  Analysts generally prefer to use the mean to summarize a variable’s central tendency, except in  
cases where the mean gives a misleading indication of the true center of the distribution. Make a 
considered judgment. For women13, can the mean be used, or should the median be used instead? 
(Circle your answer.)

Mean   Median

Explain your answer:

18 See the Inter-Parliamentary Union web site at http://www.ipu.org/english/home.htm
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C.  Recall that 17.8 percent of U.S. House members are women. Suppose a women’s advocacy organization 
vows to support female congressional candidates so that the U.S. House might someday “be ranked among 
the top one-fourth of democracies in the percentage of female members.” According to the output from 
the describe analysis, women would need to constitute what percentage of the House to meet this goal? 
(Circle one.)

About 21 percent  About 25 percent  About 28 percent

D.  Run sortC, using country as the id variable and women13 as the by variable.

Which five countries have the lowest percentages of women in their legislatures?

  Which five countries have the highest percentages of women in their legislatures?

E.  Create a nicely labeled version of the histogram you produced in part A. Give the horizontal (x-axis) the 
following label: “Percentage of Women in Legislature”. Give the chart this main title: “Percentage Women 
Legislators 90 Democracies”. Print the histogram.

2.  (Dataset: gss. Variables: science_quiz, wordsum, wtss.) The late Carl Sagan once lamented: “We live in a 
society exquisitely dependent on science and technology, in which hardly anyone knows anything about 
science and technology.” Do the data support Sagan’s pessimistic assessment? How does the public’s grasp of 
scientific facts compare with other skills, such as word recognition and vocabulary?

 The gss dataset contains science_quiz, which was created from 10 questions testing respondents’ 
knowledge of basic scientific facts. Values on science_quiz range from 0 (the respondent did not answer 
any of the questions correctly) to 10 (the respondent correctly answered all 10).19 GSS2012 also contains 
wordsum, which measures respondents’ knowledge of the meanings of 10 words. Like science_quiz, 
wordsum ranged from 0 (the respondent did not know any of the words) to 10 (the respondent knew  
all 10 words).

19 Science_quiz was created by summing the number of correct responses to the following questions (all are in true-false 
format, except for earthsun): The center of the Earth is very hot (GSS variable, hotcore); It is the father’s gene that decides 
whether the baby is a boy or a girl (boyorgrl); Electrons are smaller than atoms (electron); The universe began with a huge 
explosion (bigbang); The continents on which we live have been moving their locations for millions of years and will continue 
to move in the future (condrift); Human beings, as we know them today, developed from earlier species of animals (evolved); 
Does the Earth go around the Sun, or does the Sun go around the Earth? (earthsun); All radioactivity is man-made (radioact); 
Lasers work by focusing sound waves (lasers); Antibiotics kill viruses as well as bacteria (viruses).
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A. Run describe, freqC, and wtd.sd on science_quiz and wordsum. Fill in the following table:

science_quiz wordsum

Mean ? ?

Median ? ?

Mode ? ?

Standard deviation

B.  Consider the following Sagan-esque statement: “The public knows more about words than about science.” 
Based on your results in part A, is this statement correct or incorrect? (Circle one.)

Correct   Incorrect

Explain your reasoning, making specific reference to the statistics you reported in A.

C. Examine the frequency distributions for science_quiz and wordsum. According to conventional academic 
standards, scores of 9 or 10 on a 10-point quiz would be A’s. What percentage of respondents would 
receive a grade of A on science_quiz? (Fill in the blank.) ______. What percentage of respondents would 
receive a grade of A on wordsum? (Fill in the blank.) _______.

D.  Consider this statement: “Science_quiz has a greater degree of dispersion than wordsum.” Is this statement 
correct or incorrect? (Circle one.)

Correct   Incorrect

Briefly explain your answer:
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3.  (Dataset: gss. Variable: attend, wtss ) The General Social Survey (GSS) provides a rich array of variables that 
permit scholars to study religiosity among the adult population. The gss dataset contains attend, a 9-point 
ordered factor that measures how often respondents attend religious services. Values can range from “Never 
attend” to “Attend more than once a week”.

A.  The shell of a bar chart is given below. The categories of attend appear along the horizontal axis. What 
would a bar chart of attend look like if this variable had maximum dispersion? Sketch inside the axes a bar 
chart that would depict maximum dispersion.

Never Once a year

< Once/year Several times/year 2–3 times/month

How often R attends religious services

Every week

Once a month Nearly every week > Once a week

B.  What would a bar chart of attend look like if this variable had no dispersion? Inside the axes, sketch a bar 
chart that would depict no dispersion.

Never

< Once/year   Several times/year  2–3 times/month   Every week

How often R attends religious services

Once a month Nearly every week > Once a weekOnce a year
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C.  Run freqC on attend. (The freqC function will accommodate attend’s long value labels.)

 The mode of attend is ______________.  The median of attend is ______________.

D.  Based on your examination of the frequency distribution and bar chart, you would conclude that attend 
has (Circle one.)

low dispersion. high dispersion.

Explain your reasoning, making specific reference to the frequency distribution and bar chart.

E.  Print the bar chart you created in part C.

F.  Exercise a skill you learned in Chapter 1. Use printC to produce a nicely edited table of the frequency 
distribution you created in part C. Edit the table in word-processing software (e.g., Word). Print the  
edited table.
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